
MORE MOMENTUM  
FOR YOUR  
WORK RHYTHM

OKAY.III



Our swivel chair  
with bounce effect
The workplace is changing: it’s becoming more flexible,  
the boundaries between life and work are increasingly fluid.  
Your office furniture should also help by adapting to  
your work rhythm and taking the strain off your body.  
It’s time for a swivel chair like OKAY.III! Its flexible backrest 
lets you experience a bounce effect when you lean back – 
you’ll feel almost weightless but then the chair catches and 
stabilises you. It encourages you to move round more, 
improving your circulation and allowing healthier sitting 
behaviour. The relaxation factor is further enhanced by the 
homely look and harmonious form.
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Just a few years ago, work and leisure were clearly separate from each other.  
Things are changing more and more with digitisation. As a consequence, more is 
required of the workplace as well. Shouldn’t the place in which I play an active role 
and realise my full potential be as pleasant as possible? A swivel chair like  
OKAY.III, used here in an open space office with a clear, reduced design, combines 
outstanding features with a homely look for a true sense of wellbeing.

WHERE DO YOUR IDEAS
FEEL AT HOME?

Products:
TALO.S, OKAY.III swivel chair, pedestals, QUICK.II,  

ACTA.PLUS pull-out sidefiler and shelf, NET.WORK.PLACE elements
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Products:
DO IT.4 (rectangular tube), OKAY.III swivel chair, ACTA.PLUS lockers, NET.WORK.PLACE elements

The more we are able to pool our expertise, the more 
successfully we can work as a team. You see, unusual 
combinations unleash creativity. OKAY.III combines a 
sturdy, comfy-looking exterior with innovative technology: 
the “bounce band effect” channels the energy of your 
movement so you can experience weightlessness and 
gravity at the same time. Try it out!

TEAMWORK  
AT ITS MOST  
BEAUTIFUL
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Products:
ACTIVE.T bench, OKAY.III swivel chair, ACTA.PLUS lockers, QUIET.BOX Duo, THINK.TANK, NET.WORK.PLACE elements

Movement and calmness. Interaction and concentration. 
Multifunctional spaces need to provide ideal conditions even 
for contradictory requirements. 

The workstations shown feature OKAY.III swivel chairs and 
height-adjustable ACTIVE.T desks, comfortable meeting 
areas with NET.WORK.PLACE and QUIET.BOX Duo for one-to-
one meetings. The OKAY.III with neck support ensures that 
you remain mobile and relaxed, even after a long day at work. OKAY.III 

fully upholstered variant

CONCENTRATE ON  
THE ESSENTIALS:
YOUR TALENTS!
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Experience shows that a good balance of collaboration and me-time  
in the office unleashes creative inspiration. If you practise a work culture 
that encourages activity, allows people to move around and caters for  
their interests, you’ve laid the foundations for innovative solutions and 
productivity. In terms of furnishing solutions this means: individual 
workstations with  height-adjustable ACTIVE.T desks and  
OKAY.III swivel chairs.

DESIGN WITH FUNCTION
BALANCE AND HARMONY

Products:
ACTIVE.T individual workstation, OKAY.III swivel chair, ACTA.PLUS lockers, meeting table,  

MOVE.MIX bar stool, MEMO.S nesting table, QUICK.II, NET.WORK.PLACE Organic
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WIPER RING FOR PISTON ROD 
Ensures that the gas spring is optimally 
lubricated, protecting it from the intrusion 
of dust or other particles. 

VSP® SYNCHRO MECHANISM
Virtual Swing Point ensures the perfect  

dynamic sequence as you sit. 

LUMBAR SUPPORT
Can be infinitely adjusted on 

both sides in height and depth. 

CONTROLS
For customising the seat height,  
seat depth, seat tilt and weight 
setting.

4D MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
ARMREST 
Take the strain off shoulders 
and neck. Can be adjusted in 
width, height and depth 
without tools, pads swivel.

KNITTED MESH FABRIC
Stretched across bounce bands in a choice  
of white, black or orange.

COAT HOOK
In black wire, with and 
without neck support,  

can be retrofitted.

NECK SUPPORT
Can be retrofitted, adjustable  

in height and tilt.

THE SWIVEL CHAIR  
WITH BOUNCE EFFECT

OPTIONAL
delivery in  
component  
form, boxed

2 | HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE NECK SUPPORT 
AND CLOTHES HOOK
The neck support relieves strain on the 
shoulders and neck muscles. Backrest 
available with or without clothes hook.

3 | ERGONOMIC SUPPORT
The lumbar support can be infinitely  
adjusted on either side in height and depth.

1 | TWO BACKREST STYLES
The comfortable backrest is available in 

knitted mesh or fully upholstered.

7 | A STURDY BASE
Starbase in plastic or aluminium, 
alternatively aluminium starbase  
with flat spokes

5 | CLEVER CONTROLS
For customising the seat height,  
seat depth, seat tilt and weight setting.

6 | A SOPHISTICATED ADDITION
The operating instructions are always  
to hand.

FULLY 
UPHOLSTERED

KNITTED MESH 
BACKREST

1

2 3

5

7 7

DETAILS

AL 43

OK AY.I I I

4

4 | VARIABLE 
ARMRESTS

Featuring various 
adjustment functions 
to take the strain off 
neck and shoulders.

AL 39

4

AL 15

4
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5-year guarantee

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Technology
Mechanism vsp® synchro mechanism ■

Opening angle 30° ■

Synchro ratio 1 : 2.6 ■

Individual weight adjustment 45 to 120 kg ■

Seat height adjustment 420 to 510 mm ■

Seat depth adjustment 50 mm, 5 positions ■

Seat tilt adjustment 4° forward tilt ■

Backrest lock 4 positions ■

Seat upholstery Foam ■

Integral shock absorption Yes ■

Backrest Fixed height

Knitted mesh fabric stretched across coloured bounce bands ■

Upholstered pad on black 3D fabric ■

Lumbar support Adjustable in height and depth, right and left-hand sides can be adjusted independently ■

Neck support, can be retrofitted Adjustable in height and tilt, optionally available in leather, even on a fabric chair □

Clothes hook, can be retrofitted Black wire □

Seat
Upholstered ■

Armrests
4D multifunctional armrests (AL 39) Height, width and depth adjustable, pads swivel and can be locked in place □

4D multifunctional armrests (AL43) Height, width and depth adjustable, pads swivel, plastic armrest support □

4D multifunctional armrests (AL15) Height, width and depth adjustable, pads swivel, polished aluminium armrest support □

Dimensions
Seat height 420 to 510 mm

Seat width 500 mm

Seat depth 400 to 450 mm

Back width 465 mm

Back height 630 mm

Colours
Starbases

Plastic Black ■

Aluminium Black / aluminium / anthracite metallic ■

Polished aluminium / chrome □

Back support Black ■

Backrest frame Black ■

Multifunctional armrests Leather armrest pad for AL39 □

Castors (carpet or hard floor) Black, 60 mm in diameter ■

■ Standard  □ Optional

designed by ITO Design

OK AY.I I I

As a leading brand for  
office furniture and room 
systems, König + Neurath 

develops solutions for  
individual work cultures

Together with specialist retailers, König + Neurath supports its 
customers throughout the entire process of outfitting offices. 

With differentiated style collections, design-conscious furniture 
and digital solutions, the family-owned company, established in 
1925, helps its customers to adapt successfully to the changing 

nature of the workplace.

QUIET.BOX Duo
Stand-alone room-in-room solution 

for one-to-one meetings.

ACTA.PLUS lockers
Storage options for mobile  

working environments. 

MEMO.S
Nesting tables in two heights for increased 
flexibility and mobility in meetings.

NET.WORK.PLACE
Multi-talent for flexible communication areas.

Meeting table with MOVE.MIX 
The special mix for spontaneous  

meetings standing up.
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Deutschland
König + Neurath AG
Industriestraße 1–3
61184 Karben
T +49 6039 483-0
info@koenig-neurath.de

Great Britain
K + N International Ltd.
52 Britton Street
London EC1M 5UQ
T +44 20 74909340
info@koenig-neurath.co.uk

Nederland
König + Neurath Nederland
Beethovenstraat 530 
1082 PR Amsterdam
T +31 20 4109410
info@konig-neurath.nl

France
König + Neurath AG
53, rue de Chateaudun
75009 Paris
T +33 1 44632393
info@koenig-neurath.fr

Schweiz
König + Neurath (Schweiz) GmbH
St. Gallerstrasse 106 d
CH–9032 Engelburg / St. Gallen
T +41 52 7702242
info@koenig-neurath.de

Österreich
König + Neurath AG
Gonzagagasse 1 / Morzinplatz
1010 Wien
T +43 676 4117512
info@koenig-neurath.de

koenig-neurath.com KN-06.20


